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Rare variant enrichment analysis supports GREB1L
as a contributory driver gene in the etiology
of Mayer-Rokitansky-Küster-Hauser syndrome
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Summary
Mayer-Rokitansky-Küster-Hauser (MRKH) syndrome is characterized by aplasia of the female reproductive tract; the syndrome can

include renal anomalies, absence or dysgenesis, and skeletal anomalies. While functional models have elucidated several candidate

genes, only WNT4 (MIM: 603490) variants have been definitively associated with a subtype of MRKH with hyperandrogenism (MIM:

158330). DNA from 148 clinically diagnosed MRKH probands across 144 unrelated families and available family members from North

America, Europe, and South America were exome sequenced (ES) and by family-based genomics analyzed for rare likely deleterious var-

iants. A replication cohort consisting of 442 Han Chinese individuals with MRKH was used to further reproduce GREB1L findings in

diverse genetic backgrounds. Proband and OMIM phenotypes annotated using the Human Phenotype Ontology were analyzed to quan-

titatively delineate the phenotypic spectrum associated with GREB1L variant alleles found in our MRKH cohort and those previously

published. This study reports 18 novel GREB1L variant alleles, 16 within a multiethnic MRKH cohort and two within a congenital scoli-

osis cohort. Cohort-wide analyses for a burden of rare variants within a single gene identified likely damaging variants in GREB1L (MIM:

617782), a known disease gene for renal hypoplasia and uterine abnormalities (MIM: 617805), in 16 of 590 MRKH probands. GREB1L

variant alleles, including a CNV null allele, were found in 8MRKH type 1 probands and 8MRKH type II probands. This study used quan-

titative phenotypic analyses in a worldwide multiethnic cohort to identify and strengthen the association of GREB1L to isolated uterine

agenesis (MRKH type I) and syndromic MRKH type II.
Introduction

Mayer-Rokitansky-Küster-Hauser (MRKH) syndrome

(MIM: 277000) represents a developmental disorder of

the female reproductive tract characterized by a spectrum

of hypoplasia or agenesis of the uterus, cervix, and upper

two-thirds of the vagina that causes infertility. Thus, it

may appear as a sex-limited trait. Without uterine trans-

plantation or surrogacy, affected women cannot conceive.1

There are two types of MRKH with an overall prevalence

of 1 in 5,000.2,3 MRKH type I (MIM: 277000) represents

individuals with abnormal development processes limited

to the female reproductive tract; i.e., isolated uterine
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anomalies observed. In addition to uterine and vaginal

maldevelopment, MRKH type II (MIM: 610076) variably

includes maldevelopment of the kidneys (30%–40%)

and vertebrae (30%–40%), and more rarely includes audi-

tory defects (10%–25%) and cardiac malformations

(<3%).4 Müllerian Renal Cervical Somite, or MURCS

Association (an acronym used for MRKH type II), encom-

passes genitourinary malformation and cervico-thoracic

vertebral defects as well. Ovarian development and

secondary sex characteristics are often unaffected; how-

ever, primary amenorrhea and infertility are characteristi-

cally due to maldevelopment of the uterus and

vagina.3,5–7
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Table 1. Patient phenotypic features

Classification

North/South American
and European MRKH
cohort (n ¼ 148)

Han Chinese MRKH
cohort (n ¼ 442)

MRKH type I 85 (57.4%) 330 (74.7%)

MRKH type II 50 (33.8%) 109 (25.3%)

MURCS 13 (8.8%) 3 (0.7%)

Extragenital
Malformations

North/South
American and
European MRKH
cohort (n ¼ 136)a

Han Chinese
MRKH cohort
(n ¼ 442)

Skeletal anomaly 28 (20.6%) 90 (20.1%)

Kidney anomaly 41 (30.1%) 46 (10.4%)

Ocular/Hearing 3 (2.2%) 2 (0.5%)

Cardiac 2 (1.4%) 1 (0.2%)

Abbreviations: MRKH, Mayer–Rokitansky–Küster–Hauser syndrome; MURCS,
Müllerian Renal Cervical Somite.
aDetailed phenotypic information on extragenital malformations not present
for 12 MRKH Type II probands which were excluded from extragenital malfor-
mation counts and percentages.
The etiology ofMRKH remains enigmatic, and both envi-

ronmental and genetic causes have been proposed. While

environmental factors have been implicated,8 Griffin

et al. reported 4 of 14 (29%) of cases had a positive family

history. 2A study of 1,397 Müllerian anomalies cases,

approximately 4.7% of which were Müllerian aplasia cases

based on a randomly sampled subset of the 1,397, that un-

derwentKinshipAnalysis revealed that�10%hada familial

association.9 This familial association was interpreted as

shared genetic, environmental, or combined genetic and

environmental factors within those families.9 Based on

studies recording family history for uterine malformations

in general, a recurrence risk of 1%–5% for a first-degree rela-

tive is estimated.10 Clustering of MRKH within families

suggests an autosomal dominant pattern, albeit with

incomplete penetrance, variable expressivity, and the

observation of a potential sex-limited trait.11–14

The process of genitourinary development is complex

and involves interactions between the developing epithe-

lium and mesenchyme, as well as among the ureteric

buds, metanephric duct, and paramesonephric duct.15

The molecular genetics of genitourinary development

have been studied in animal models, and as examples

both WNT signaling and HOX genes have been firmly

associated with homeostatic, normotypical development

of the female reproductive tract.16,17 Despite these

research efforts, contributing deleterious variant alleles

in most MRKH candidate genes have been identified in

only a small percentage of clinically diagnosed cases and

families.10

In addition to single gene variant allele associations with

MRKH, copy number variants (CNVs) are also implicated

as an underlying genetic mutational etiology. For example,

recurrent, de novo, disease-associated copy number varia-
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tion at 1q21.1, 16p11.2, 17q12, and 22q11 has been re-

ported in MRKH probands. Genes mapping within critical

regions of these CNVs were determined to contribute to

the MRKH phenotype as candidate ‘‘driver genes’’ based

on several factors. These include evidence of a gene dosage

abnormality (e.g., the gene mapped within defined CNV

intervals) and the previous association of a gene with uro-

genital development biology (i.e., TBX6 in 16p11.2, LHX1

and HNF1B in 17q12) in model organism or genotype-

phenotype association studies.18–20 Family-based, exome-

sequencing (ES) studies have also identified candidate

genes forMRKH, such asGREB1L,whichwas first described

as a renal hypodysplasia/aplasia (MIM: 617805) gene, but

was more recently implicated in families with predomi-

nantly MRKH type II.21,22 However, only WNT4 has been

definitively associated with a phenotype of AD MRKH

with hyperandrogenism (MIM: 158330).

Here, we used ES on a cohort (N¼ 148) ofMRKH subjects

across 144 unrelated families from North/South America

and Europe (Table 1 and materials and methods). In addi-

tion to previously published candidate gene approaches,23

the large cohort size was leveraged to perform statistical

rare variant enrichment analyses that revealed evidence

for damaging alleles of GREB1L as a candidate causative

gene for MRKH type I and type II. The mutational burden

analyses were further validated by using established ultra-

rare variant parsing cutoffs to elucidate additional cases

from a replication cohort of 442 Chinese Han MRKH pro-

band exomes (Table 1 and materials and methods).
Materials and methods

Patient recruitment
Patients were separately recruited by obstetricians/gynecologists

and clinical geneticists at Tübingen University Hospital (Ger-

many), Texas Children’s Hospital (USA), Aretaieion Hospital

(Greece), Sophia Children’s Hospital (Greece), and Peking Union

Medical College Hospital (PUMCH; China); ES data were later

harmonized for cohort analysis. All patients volunteered written,

informed consent for research studies. At Tübingen University

Hospital, patients undergoing vaginoplasty were considered for

inclusion. Uterine anatomy was assessed preoperatively by pelvic

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and uterine rudiments were

excised if >1 cm endometrium was visualized. At Texas Children’s

Hospital, Aretaeieion Hospital, Sophia Children’s Hospital, and

PUMCH, patients were recruited at time of examination based

on the presence of a confirmed Müllerian anomaly by imaging

(pelvic ultrasound or MRI) and the absence of biochemical, hor-

monal, and physical exam features revealing confounding diag-

nostic features, including pregnancy, cloacal malformations, or

disorders of sexual differentiation. As such, all patients with an

abnormal female karyotype (i.e., not 46,XX) were excluded from

this study. At PUMCH, phenotyping of the urogenital system

was independently performed by two obstetricians/gynecologists

and all patients underwent renal ultrasound. This study was over-

seen by the Institutional Review Board of Baylor College of Medi-

cine under an approved research study protocol (IRB approval

number: H-1843).



ES and variant calling
ES was performed at multiple centers. Of the 148 MRKH probands

used in rare variant enrichment analyses, DNA extracted fromblood

for 76 probands and their available familymembers were sequenced

by theBaylorCollegeofMedicineHumanGenomeSequencingCen-

ter using a custom-designed capture reagent, VCRome2.1 (Nimble-

gen). The Genome Quebec Innovation Center sequenced DNA ex-

tracted from blood for 25 probands and available family members

by using the NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Human Exome Library v3.0.

DNA extracted from uterine tissue for 20 probands and from blood

for 31 probands and their available family members were separately

sequenced by using the SureSelect Human All Exon V5 kit. Finally,

Han Chinese samples were sequenced at PUMCH by sequential

capture using SureSelect Human All Exon V6þUTR r2 core design

capture kits. All samples were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq

2000 platform. Raw data processing of FASTQ files from all

sequencing centers except PUMCH was performed using the Mer-

cury pipeline, available via DNANexus to achieve a harmonized

variant call set for aggregate analyses (http://blog.dnanexus.com/

2013-10-22-run-mercury-variant-calling-pipleine/).28 Briefly, an

FASTQ file is generated from raw read data (bcl file) before reads are

mapped to reference using the Burrows-Wheeler-Alignment tool

andmergedintoasample-levelBAMfile.29ForPUMCHsamples,pro-

cessing of sequencing data up to an FASTQ file was performed using

the PekingUnionMedical CollegeHospital Pipeline.30 The BAMfile

is further refined using SAMtools, Picard, and GATK.31–33 ATLAS2

was used for variant calling and a custom Cassandra pipeline that

uses ANNOVAR was applied for variant annotation.34,35 CNVs

were called fromESdata usingXHMMandHMZDelFinder tools.36,37
Combined cohort analysis for novel candidate genes
Post-sequence processed data, generated as described above, was

batched for all MRKH probands as the case cohort (N ¼ 148).

The control cohort was generated using post-sequence processed

data for parents of trios, or probands only if trio data were unavai-

lable, for individuals within the Baylor-Hopkins Center for Men-

delian Genomics (BHCMG) without phenotypes overlapping

those of MRKH (e.g., cohorts without uterine, renal, skeletal,

and auricular abnormalities; N ¼ 7,956). Rare variants were parsed

using the following criteria: gnomAD exome minor allele fre-

quency (MAF) ¼ 0, ExAC MAF ¼ 0, internal CMG MAF %

0.0002, Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion (CADDv1.3)

Phred ScoreR20 for non-in/del variants, mutation type as nonsy-

nonymous, stop-gain, frameshift, non-frameshift, or splicing (5 5

base pairs [bp] from intron/exon boundary), and variant read

count R10. A Fisher’s exact test was used to determine whether

there was an enrichment of rare variants within a particular

gene in the case cohort. Holm-Bonferroni adjusted p values were

used to control for potential errors introduced by multiple testing.

Probands were screened for CNVs encompassing top candidate

genes elucidated by enrichment analysis. Variants meeting the

above parsing criteria and within genes with model organism or

additional human variant data supporting a role in MRKH were

orthogonally confirmed by dideoxy Sanger sequencing (SNVs) or

EvaGreen dye based ddPCR (CNVs) according to standard proto-

cols. Screening of scoliosis probands in the BHCMG cohort was

completed on a data freeze set of variants from November 2021.
Quantitative deep phenotyping analyses
For 56MRKH type II probands for which detailed phenotype infor-

mation was available, a symmetric Lin score was used to compare
Hu
patient phenotypes after conversion to Human Phenotype

Ontology (HPO) terms.38 The score was calculated by leveraging

the hierarchical HPO term structure as previously described,

except that instead of comparing each patient’s set of phenotype

terms to a set of disease-associated phenotype terms, each patient’s

set of phenotype terms was compared with the set of disease-asso-

ciated phenotype terms of each other patient.39–41 This generated

a quantitative phenotypic similarity score, which was used to

construct a heatmap that allowed visualization of clusters of pa-

tients with overlapping patterns of phenotypes. The same

approach was used to compare all previously reported GREB1L

variant-associated phenotypes, as well as GREB1L variant-associ-

ated phenotypes reported here quantitatively using HPO. This

set of all previously reported GREB1L cases and probands reported

here was queried against the publicly available OMIM/Orphanet

HPO annotated disease database (12,314 diseases; http://purl.

obolibrary.org/obo/hp/hpoa/phenotype.hpoa). p values were

calculated for phenotypic similarity between probands and HPO

annotated diseases by comparing pairwise similarity between a

proband and a particular disease against the phenotypic similarity

of 100,000 random pairs of HPO annotated probands and disease.

A list of HPO terms annotated to each variant is included

(Table S1).
Array comparative genomic hybridization
An Agilent-designed high-resolution 1 million probe whole

genome oligonucleotide microarray (AMADID: 021529) was per-

formed on sample BH9101-1 to orthogonally validate the dele-

tion initially detected by XHMM and HMZDelFinder, rule out

other potential CNV complexities in this GREB1L region,

and refine the genomic interval of the deletion event. Array

experiments were performed according to the manufacturers’

protocol for probe labeling and hybridization with minor

modifications.42
Short-read Illlumina whole genome sequencing
Short-read Illumina whole genome sequencing (WGS) was per-

formed at the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome

Sequencing Center (HGSC) through the Genomics Research to

Elucidate the Genetics of Rare Disease (GREGoR) consortium.

Briefly, KAPA Hyper reagents were used to prepare sequencing

libraries prior to pooling for multiplex sequencing. The Illumina

HiSeqX platform was used to sequence pooled samples generating

150-bp paired-end reads. Demultiplexed data (on average 130 Gb

per sample) then underwent post-sequencing processing via the

HGSC pipeline.28,43 Average coverage was 35x. Fluidigm SNPtrace

and Error-Rate-in-Sequencing (ERIS) platforms were then used for

post-sequencing quality control analysis.44,45
VizCNV visualization of short-read WGS data
The short-readWGSreaddepthwas calculated andnormalizedusing

previously describedmethods.46 In short, read depth was calculated

usingmosdepth (v0.3.4)47with the ‘‘– by 1,000’’ option to produce a

bed file storing read depth coverage in 1kb bins. The output of the

mosdepth was then visualized with the in-house developed visuali-

zation tool VizCNV (https://github.com/BCM-Lupskilab/VizCNV).

VizCNV uses the median read depth of each chromosome to

normalize the read depth of that chromosome and calculates the

log2 ratio for each 1-kb bin. The log2 ratio profiles were segmented

using the ‘‘SLM’’ option build to allow for manual inspection of

CNVs with sizes larger than 3 kb.
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Figure 1. Genes with significant rare
variantmutational enrichment in the Amer-
icas and European MRKH cohort
The y axis represents the -log of the adjusted
p value and x axis the ratio of the frequency
of rare variants passing parsing steps in the
MRKH cohort to the control cohort. p value
testing was done using a Fisher’s exact test
and p values were adjusted using the
Holm-Bonferroni method. A total of 3,003
genes, which were identified to have rare
variants present in the MRKH cohort using
the parsing criteria described (materials
and methods), were tested. Of these, 3,001
genes had an adjusted p value of 1.
Breakpoint junction Sanger sequencing
For the BH9101-1 GREB1L deletion CNV case, approximate

genomic intervals identified by aCGH were further determined

and validated at single bp resolution via breakpoint junction anal-

ysis using Sanger dideoxynucleotide sequencing. The junction

primer pair was designed to produce an amplicon for the deleted

allele present only in the proband. ‘‘CACACAACCTGGGAA

ATGGG’’ and ‘‘TGACACCCTGCACATCTGAA’’ were designed as

the forward and the reverse primers, respectively.
Results

Rare variant enrichment testing to identify potentially

pathogenic variants in MRKH

Unbiased gene-based rare variant enrichment analysis in

the MRKH cohort studied identified GREB1L as the only

genenearing exome-wide significance (7of 148, 4.7%cases;

31 of 7,956, 0.4% controls; p value ¼ 4.6 3 10�6, adj.

p value ¼ 0.014, odds ratio ¼ 12.7, 95% confidence

interval ¼ 4.6–30.0) (Figure 1). The MRKH cohort was

then screened for probands with rare predicted deleterious

variation in GREB1L that did not meet the stringent gno-

mADMAF cutoff of 0 used in rare variant enrichment anal-

ysis. Eight heterozygous variant alleles in GREB1L were

observed in seven MRKH probands by rare variant enrich-

ment analysis (c.553G>A:p.G185S, c.1558G>A:p.D520N,

c.2722T>C:p.C908R, c.3167T>C:p.L1056P, c.3205T>A:

p.L1069M, c.4054_4056delGAG: p.1352_1352del, c.5395_

5396delAA:p.1799_1799del) and one additional proband

(c.3068G>A:p.R1023Q) by screening (Figure 2 and

Table 2). These eight GREB1L variants include a 2-bp and

a 3-bp indel, and six missense alleles (Figure 2). Parental

DNA was available for two probands with a variant

in GREB1L, BH9125-1 (paternal and maternal), and

BH9092-1 (maternal only). Segregation analysis showed a

maternal inheritance pattern of the c.3205T>A:p.L1069M
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(BH9125-1) and c.553G>A:p.G185S

(BH9092-1) variants, consistent with

previously reported pathogenic vari-

ants in GREB1L, which were largely

maternally inherited from asymptom-

atic mothers.26 However, it is possible
that mothers had subclinical phenotypes that were not

recognized.

To date, only one GREB1L variant has been reported in

MRKH type I; a c.1963T>C:p.C646Rmissense variant allele

that was noted to have inconsistent variant effect func-

tional assessment scores.22 In our Americas and European

cohort, six of eight (75%) probands with predicted delete-

rious variation in GREB1L were noted to have MRKH type

II (Table S2). The only two probands noted to have MRKH

type I were SEA13921 in whom a c.2722T>C:p.C908R

(CADD ¼ 25.5) variant was identified and SEA13853 in

whom a c.3068G>A:p.R1023Q (CADD ¼ 21.3) variant

was found. In contradistinction to the previously reported

MRKH type I associated variant (p.C646R), most variant

functional assessment scores predicted the p.C908R variant

to be deleterious (Table S2). The p.R1023Q variant, like the

C646R variant, had inconsistent variant functional assess-

ment scores (Table S2). The GREB1L p.C646R variant allele

wasnot found inourMRKHcohort or theBHCMGcontrols.

Quantitative phenotyping of MRKH probands to

visualize phenotypic overlap

Detailed clinical phenotyping information was available

for 71 of the 148 MRKH probands in whom the ES data

were used for rare variant enrichment study. To visualize

phenotypic overlap quantitatively, clinical phenotype de-

scriptors for MRKH type II probands (33 MRKH type II pro-

bands and 38 MRKH type I probands) from these 71 were

converted to HPO terms and used in a symmetric compu-

tational analysis, in which phenotypic similarity is calcu-

lated between the query and target HPO term sets and

vice versa as described.50–52 Using the Lin method for sym-

metric phenotypic similarity calculation, each proband’s

term set was compared with each other proband’s pheno-

typic term set (Figure 3 and materials and methods).50–52

Of the five GREB1L probands included in this HPO
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Figure 2. Pedigrees representing families
with predicted deleterious GREB1L variant
alleles observed in the MRKH cohort
Identifiers for probands are located to the
left of each respective proband in the pedi-
gree.
(A) Sanger dideoxy traces for each variant
allele from individuals with DNA available
for testing are represented below the respec-
tive pedigree symbol.
(B) Variant data are represented in a table
at the bottom of the figure. All variants
refer to the GRCh37/Hg19 genome assem-
bly build and to RefSeq transcript ID
NM_001142966.3. AF, allele frequency;
BHCMG, Baylor-Hopkins Center for Mende-
lian Genomics Database; CADD, combined
annotation dependent depletion score;
CHR, chromosome; POS, position; tR, total
reads; vR, variant reads; Zyg, zygosity.
analysis, four clustered into a group (Figure 3, top left) rep-

resenting patients with an additional phenotype of renal

agenesis while one was present in a group (Figure 3, bot-

tom right) of patients with an additional phenotype of

renal ectopia.

A GREB1L deletion copy number variant allele in a

proband with MRKH type II

Additional variant screening studies of the MRKH cohort,

consisting of review of CNV called computationally from

ESstudydatausingXHMM, revealed aheterozygousGREB1L

deletion. This deletionCNVwas supported computationally

by a second algorithm, HMZDelFinder (Figure 4), in subject

BH9101-1 inwhomuterineaplasiaandunilateral renal agen-

esis were observed. Heterozygous deletion CNV of GREB1L

was orthogonally confirmed by ddPCR of exon 18; the size,

extent, and GREB1L exonic content further delineated by

1M genome-wide Agilent array comparative genomic hy-

bridization (aCGH) and Illumina short-readWGS (Figures 4

and S1). Breakpoint junction sequencing was performed us-

ing inward facing primers flanking the apparent breakpoint

junctions determined by aCGH. Sanger sequencing revealed

18-bp microhomology and enabled base-pair resolution of

deletion CNV genomic coordinates to chr18:18,856,932-

19,159,898 (Figure 4E). This 302,966-bp genomic deletion

encompasses the entirety of GREB1L coding exons, i.e., rep-
Human Genetics and Gen
resents a null allele, and also includes all

coding exons of a neighboring gene

(ESCO1). Furthermore, both proximal

and distal breakpoints mapped within

Alu elements in the same orientation,

AluYandAluSx respectively, implicating

Alu-Alu mediated rearrangement

(AAMR) as the mechanism for CNV for-

mation (Figure 4E).53 Thus, for the

North/South American plus European

studies, seven of nine GREB1L variant

cases (six SNV and one CNV) had an
MRKH type II phenotype and two of nine probands, both

with missense GREB1L alleles, had MRKH type I.23,54

GREB1L variant alleles in an MRKH replication cohort of

Han Chinese probands

To further explore the possibility of damaging GREB1L

variant alleles as a cause of congenital uterine malforma-

tions, a large cohort of 442 Chinese MRKH probands re-

cruited at PUMCH under the Deciphering disorders

Involving Scoliosis and COmorbidities (DISCO study,

http://www.discostudy.org/) were investigated. The ES

data availablewerequeried for ultra-rare variants inGREB1L

(gnomAD MAF %0.0001).55 Of the 15 variants found, pre-

dicted damaging, loss-of-function (LoF) variant or pro-

tein-truncating variant (PTV), and missense variant alleles

with CADD score R15 were retained (n ¼ 7, c.575G>

A:p.R192Q, c.3085G>A:p.D1029N, c.3146 þ 1G>A:

splicing, c.3353G>A:p.R1118Q, c.4576C>T:p.R1526*,

c.5441C>A:p.A1814D, c.5650C>T:p.R1884C) as puta-

tively pathogenic variants contributing to the MRKH

phenotype (Table S2). Notably, six of seven (85.7%) of these

variants were found in probands with isolated uterine

anomalies or an MRKH I phenotype. We also observed

that in the two Chinese cases (MRK18134900102 and

MRK17039600102) with parental DNA available, segrega-

tion analysis revealed paternal inheritance in one proband
omics Advances 4, 100188, July 13, 2023 5
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Table 2. GREB1L variant alleles patient ascertainment

Location C Change P Change Exon
Gnomad
(het/hom)

Renal
phenotype

Uterine
phenotype

Auricular
phenotype

Skeletal
phenotype Inheritance CADD GERP-RS Study (ID if this study)

Reported
Phenotype

18:18963516 c.37C>T p.R13* 3 0 þ – – – NK 37 4.5 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:18964302 c.293C>G p.S98* 4 0 þ – – – de novo 36 5.35 Boissel et al. 201848 CAKUT

18:18964356 c.347C>T p.T116I 4 0 – – þ – maternal 29.6 5.25 Schrauwen et al. 202049 Auricular

18:18975373 c.383G>A p.R128H 5 0 þ þ – – NK 34 4.99 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:18981131 c.553G>A p.G185S 6 0 þ þ – – maternal 32 5.5 This Study (BH9092-1) MRKH 2

18:18981153 c.575G>A p.R192Q 6 0 – þ – – maternal 27.1 5.8 This Study
(MRK17039400102)

MRKH 1

18:18981153 c.575G>T p.R192L 6 0 þ – – – maternal 26.1 5.8 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:18981283 c.705G>T p.W235C 6 0 þ þ – – paternal/maternal 30 5.8 Herlin et al.21 MRKH 2

18:18983941 c.818G>T p.G273V 7 0 þ – – – NK 24.8 5.07 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19019497 c.848A>G p.N283S 8 0 – – þ – paternal (affected) 9.921 3.44 Schrauwen et al. 202049 Auricular

18:19020262 c.982C>T p.R328* 9 0 – – þ – de novo 38 4.52 Schrauwen et al.25 Auricular

18:19020263 c.983G>A p.R328Q 9 0 þ – – – maternal 34 5.48 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19029567 c.1490C>G p.A497G 12 0 þ – – – NK 14.35 4.4 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19029635 c.1558G>A p.D520N 12 0 þ þ – – NK 25 5.57 This Study (SEA13841) MRKH 2

18:19029659 c.1582delC p.Q528Rfs*12 12 0 þ þ – þ maternal – – De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19031043 c.1780G>T p.E594* 13 0 þ þ – – maternal 40 6.04 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19031076 c.1813A>C p.S605R 13 0 þ þ – – paternal 24.8 5.88 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19032046 c.1852G>A p.D618N 14 2.1E-5
(4/0)

þ þ – þ – 27.3 5.68 Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

18:19032130 c.1936T>C p.C646R 14 0 – þ – – – 11.14 4.67 Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 1

18:19034490 c.2148 G>T p.L716F 15 0 þ – – – NK 24.5 4.43 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19053036 c.2227delC p.Q743Rfs*10 16 0 þ þ – þ maternal – – Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

18:19053060 c.2251C>T p.R751C 16 0 þ þ – – maternal 34 5.21 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19053061 c.2252 G>A p.R751H 16 2.6E-5
(4/0)

þ – – – maternal 34 6.08 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19053090 c.2281G>C p.E761Q 16 0 þ – – – paternal 23.8 5.2 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19053090 c.2281G>C p.E761Q 16 0 þ – – – paternal 23.8 5.2 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19053121 c.2312C>T p.P771L 16 3.2E-5
(1/0)

þ þ – þ – 34 6.08 Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Location C Change P Change Exon
Gnomad
(het/hom)

Renal
phenotype

Uterine
phenotype

Auricular
phenotype

Skeletal
phenotype Inheritance CADD GERP-RS Study (ID if this study)

Reported
Phenotype

18:19053130 c.2321T>A p.L774Q 16 0 – – – þ NA 29.8 6.08 This Study
(WGC098981D)

Scoliosis

18:19070004 c.2722T>C p.C908R 19 0 – þ – – NK 25.5 5.71 This Study (SEA13921) MRKH 1

18:19070069 –
19070070

c.2787_2788
delCG

p.D930Pfs*12 19 0 þ þ – – both – – Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

18:19070185 c.2903C>T p.A968V 19 0 þ – – – de novo 34 5.98 Bossei et al. 2018 CAKUT

18:19070208 c.2926C>T p.Q976* 19 0 þ – – – maternal 40 5.98 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19070229 c.2947G>A p.G983S 19 0 – – – þ NA 29.4 5.98 This Study (BH12128-1) Scoliosis

18:19075668 c.3068G>A p.R1023Q 20 1.3E-5
(2/0)

– þ – – NK 24.1 4.55 This Study (SEA13879) MRKH 1

18:19075685 c.3085G>A p.D1029N 20 6.4E-6
(1/0)

– þ – – NK 23.6 5.42 This Study
(MRK17026300102)

MRKH 1

18:19075747 c.3146 þ
1G>A

splicing 20 0 – þ – – NK – – This Study
(MRK17161200102)

MRKH 1

18:19076435 c.3167T>C p.L1056P 21 0 þ þ – – NK 27.9 5.4 This Study (BH9107-1) MRKH 2

18:19076465 c.3197G>C p.R1066P 21 1.3E-5
(2/0)

þ – – – NK 34 5.4 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19076473 c.3205T>A p.L1069M 21 0 þ þ – – maternal 23.5 1.8 This Study (BH9125-1) MRKH 2

18:19076563 c.3295C>T p.Q1099* 21 0 þ – – – maternal 37 3.78 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19076621 c.3353G>A p.R1118Q 21 0 – þ – – NK 28.6 5.59 This Study
(MRK17167400102)

MRKH 1

18:19080481 c.3970-20A>G p.V1324Lfsa34 23 0 þ þ – þ paternal – – Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

18:19080514 c.3983G>A p.G1328D 23 0 þ þ – – – 29.1 4.68 Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

18:19080529 c.3998insC p.L1334Pfsa18 23 0 þ – – – maternal – – Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19080585 –
19080587

c.4054_4056
delGAG

p.E1352- 23 0 þ þ – – NK – – This Study (BH9124-1) MRKH 2

18:19085910 c.4368G>T Splicing 25 0 – – þ – de novo – – Schrauwen et al.25 Auricular

18:19088078 c.4369-1G>C Splicing 26 0 þ þ – þ maternal – – De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19088215 c.4505T>C p.M1502T 26 0 þ – – þ maternal 24.8 4.39 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19088236 c.4526A>T p.D1509V 26 6.4E-6 (1/0) þ – – – NK 26.3 5.55 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19088393 c.4576C>T p.R1526a 27 0 – þ – – paternal 48 5.83 This Study
(MRK18134900102)

MRKH 1

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Location C Change P Change Exon
Gnomad
(het/hom)

Renal
phenotype

Uterine
phenotype

Auricular
phenotype

Skeletal
phenotype Inheritance CADD GERP-RS Study (ID if this study)

Reported
Phenotype

18:19088424 c.4607A>G p.H1536R 27 0 þ þ – þ maternal 23.3 5.83 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19088463 c.4646T>C p.V1549A 27 0 þ þ – – NK 26.1 5.83 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19088489 c.4672C>A p.R1558S 27 5.4E-6 (2/0) þ – – – maternal 34 5.83 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19088497 c.4680C>A p.Y1560a 27 0 þ þ – – maternal 45 5.83 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19088517 c.4700T>C p.L1567P 27 0 þ – – – de novo 28.2 5.83 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19088544 c.4727C>T p.A1576V 27 0 þ – þ – NK 33 5.83 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19093889 c.4843G>A p.V1615I 28 2.3E-5 (2/0) þ – – – maternal 24.5 5.88 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19095440 c.4964T>C p.I1655T 29 0 þ – þ þ paternal 23.8 6.06 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19095467 c.4991A>C p.Y1664S 29 0 þ – – – NK 29 6.06 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19095544 c.5068G>A p.V1690M 29 0 þ – – – paternal 29.6 6.06 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:19096642 c.5198A>G p.N1733S 30 0 þ þ – – both 26.5 5.89 Jacquinet et al.22 MRKH 2

18:19098046 c.5323 G>A p.D1775N 31 0 þ – þ – NK 34 5.75 De Tomasi et al.26 CAKUT

18:19098101 c.5378T>G p.L1793R 31 0 þ – – – de novo/mat
ernal

31 5.97 Brophy et al.27 CAKUT

18:19098118 –
19098119

c.5395_5396
delAA

p.K1799Tfsa8 31 0 þ þ – – NK – – This Study (BH9131-1) MRKH 2

18:19098164 c.5441C>A p.A1814D 31 0 þ þ – – NK 34 5.97 This Study
(MRK18134100102)

MRKH 2

18:19102618 c.5608þ1delG p.G1780Vfsa21 33 0 þ – – – de novo/mat
ernal

– – Brophy et al.27 CAKUT

18:19102660 c.5650C>T p.R1884C 33 3.2E-5 (4/0) – þ – – NK 34 5.99 This Study
(MRK17147200102)

MRKH 1

18:19102661 c.5651G>A p.R1884H 33 3.2E-5 (4/0) þ – – – NK 32 5.99 Sanna-Cherchi et al.24 CAKUT

18:18963479–
19154805

del CNV 3–33 0 þ þ – – NK – – This Study (BH9101-1) MRKH 2

Abbreviations:þ, present;�, absent or not confirmed; CADD, Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion; CNV, Copy-Number-Variant; GERP-RS, Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling Rejected Substitution; NK, not known.
All variants refer to the GRCh37/Hg19 genome assembly build and to RefSeq transcript ID NM_001142966.3.
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Figure 3. GREB1L probands cluster within
a phenotypic group including uterine and
renal malformations
Heatmap represents symmetric Lin score for
proband HPO terms queried against each
other. Clusters are demarcated by black
outline. Top left cluster: Includes probands
(cluster #1) that share unilateral renal agen-
esis as a feature. Bottom right cluster: In-
cludes probands that share scoliosis (top
left group of bottom right cluster; i.e., clus-
ter #2) or ectopic kidney (bottom right
group of bottom right cluster; cluster #3).
GREB1L probands are represented by red
font.
(MRK18134900102; c.4576C>T:p.R1526*) and maternal

inheritance of the c.575G>A:p.R192Q variant (MRK

17039600102) in the other.

The finding of eight probands with isolated uterine

anomalies, two from Europe and six from China

(Table S2), further expands the phenotypic spectrum

observed in GREB1L to include isolated uterine anomalies

or MRKH type I. The implication of predicted damaging

heterozygous variants in GREB1L as a cause for isolated

ear, renal, and uterine phenotypes, as well as combina-

tions of these phenotypes, resembles the phenotypic spec-

trum described for MRKH. However, skeletal phenotypes

that are common in MRKH type II, have not previously

been screened for GREB1L variants to our knowledge.

Therefore, the BHCMG was searched for rare, predicted

deleterious variants in GREB1L (gnomAD MAF ¼ 0,

CADD score R20) associated with scoliosis phenotypes.

Two probands of the 721 scoliosis probands screened

(0.3%), BH12128-1 and WGC098981D (Table S2) from a

scoliosis cohort,30 were found to have heterozygous

missense variant alleles of GREB1L that could possibly

contribute to somitogenesis and their scoliosis phenotype

(Table S2). While not enriched in the scoliosis cohort

(0.3%) compared with the control cohort (0.4%), the

finding of nine previously reported GREB1L cases with

skeletal phenotypes, including one with scoliosis

(Figure 5A) lends support to a possible contributing path-

ogenic role for GREB1L variation in these scoliosis

probands.
Human Genetics and Gen
Breakdown of phenotypes

associated with GREB1L variation by

organ system and exon

While GREB1L was initially described

as a renal agenesis gene,24,26,27 a sum-

mary of previously reported data (N ¼
50 variant alleles), and newly reported

candidate disease-associated variant

allele data herein (N ¼ 18 variant

alleles), implicate an association of

GREB1L with both isolated and com-

bined renal, uterine, ear, and skeletal

malformation phenotypes (Figure S2).
Themost frequently reported associated phenotypes are fe-

male reproductive tract malformations and urinary tract

malformations, while ear malformations (including

cochlear agenesis and sensorineural hearing impairment)

and skeletal malformation associations are less frequently

reported. (Figure 5A, Tables 2 and S2).

A robust genotype/phenotype association of particular

GREB1L variant alleles (e.g.. LoF, PTV, or missense muta-

tions) or a particular exon with a certain phenotypic

feature is not readily apparent. However, there are eight

of 30 coding exons having four or more reported patho-

genic variants (Figure 5B), i.e., potential MRKH hotspots.

Rare, predicted damaging variants in exon 6, for example,

are associated with female reproductive tract malforma-

tions (four of four) and include a high percentage of uri-

nary tract malformation (three of four; 75%). Exon 16 in

addition to having 50% of variants (three of six) associated

with uterine malformation and 83.3% of variants (five of

six) associated with renal malformations, has 50% of vari-

ants (three of six) that are found in probands with skeletal

malformations. Last, cardiac and adrenal gland abnormal-

ities have only been reported in association with variants

in exons 26 and 27.

Further exploration of the phenotype-genotype

associations across GREB1L alleles

A dissection of the phenotypic spectrum by quantitative

clustering of variant-associated phenotypes in this study

and across literature reports was performed to rigorously
omics Advances 4, 100188, July 13, 2023 9
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Figure 4. GREB1L deletion CNV in proband BH9101-1
(A) Droplet digital PCR results for BH9101-1 and NA15501 (an unaffected control sample) for exon 18 of GREB1L and a control biallelic
gene, RPP30, are shown. Event number is displayed on the y axis and BH9101-1 and NA15501 results for GREB1L and RPP30 are dis-
played on the x axis. Exon 18, denoted by a red star throughout Figure 4, ddPCR of BH9101-1 resulted in significantly fewer positive
droplets (events) than controls.

(legend continued on next page)
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investigate genotype-phenotype associations. Variant-

associated phenotypes in reported families and those

studied herein were annotated with HPO terms and

then compared with each other and publicly available

OMIM/Orphanet HPO annotated disease database

(12,314 diseases; http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/hp/hpoa/

phenotype.hpoa). Clustering analysis included OMIM

and Orphanet disease phenotypes found to have a signifi-

cant (p < 0.0002) match to variant phenotype sets after

querying for phenotypic similarity between variant phe-

notypes against OMIM/Orphanet HPO annotated diseases

(materials and methods).

Analysis using the gap statistic was performed for cluster

numbers 1 to 18 and cluster number 2 was used due to the

high drop off in slope after this point (Figure S3). Heatmap

analysis showed that all probands containing a phenotype

that did not solely affect the auricular system clustered

together (red dendrogram branch), while auricular only

probands formed a separate cluster (green dendrogram

branch; Figure S4). Heatmap findings also highlight the

GREB1L phenotypic spectrum and its variability, as even

within the large cluster containing GREB1L variants that

affect renal, uterine, and skeletal system development,

there are distinct subclusters of variant-associated pheno-

types. These data show that no GREB1L variant allele is

associated with all phenotype systems implicated in

MRKH (female reproductive, renal, skeletal, and auricular),

but variably affect one or a few of these organ systems. A

higher proportion of LoF/PTV variation (9 of 19, 47% vs.

20 of 49, 41% for missense and nonframeshift variants)

causing multiple systems to be affected can be observed,

including the LoF allele due to deletion CNV encompass-
(B) Visualization of the read ratio of BH9101-1 and BH9105-1 (a cont
the average raw reads across 100 samples with the most similar read
count of BH9101-1 and BH9105-1 across GREB1L and ESCO1 exons c
GREB1l, ROCK1. The exon structure of ROCK1, GREB1L, and ESCO1 a
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ESCO1—representing all coding exons of both genes—is significantly
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responding to deletion is shown. UCSC and RefSeq gene transcripts ar
scale at top represents 100kb.
(D) Top: Genome-wide 1M Probe aCGH results for BH9101-1 are show
maximum deletion intervals are shown based on the last adjacent pro
ends of the deletion. Log2 ratio is shown on the y axis and chromos
bottom and the deletion region highlighted by a green bar at to
sequencing read depth data in BH9101-1 was performed using VizCN
the average log2 ratio of read depth at a locus to the median rea
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Hum
ing GREB1L in BH9101-1 that has a phenotype of MRKH

type II. However, there are LoF/PTV variants that cause a

phenotype in only one of the associated organ systems,

the extent to which cases were phenotyped for all organ

systems described here is not known, and the number of

cases ascertained is limited.

A caveat to these analyses is the depth of phenotypic in-

formation available on GREB1L probands. Across previous

studies, these probands were phenotyped and ascertained

for the organ system of interest, for example some studies

focused on renal phenotypes26,27,24 and others on auric-

ular phenotypes.25 The extent of evaluation for extrarenal

or extra-auricular phenotypes in those studies, especially

for non-obvious phenotypes such as subtle hearing loss,

may be limited. Reevaluation of probands with GREB1L

variation for additional phenotypes would be required

for a more precise evaluation of the phenotypic spectrum

and consequences of deleterious variants in GREB1L.

Grid visualization of the phenotypic spectrum

associated with GREB1L alleles

Adata visualization grid of variants and theirHPOannotated

phenotype clinical synopsis sets was compiled, along with a

frequency foreachgivenHPOphenotypeterm, tobetter visu-

alize the spectrum of GREB1L-associated phenotypes

(Figure 6). While originally described as a renal hypodyspla-

sia/aplasia gene, and where this observation remains true

when considered as a group (e.g., when renal aplasia, multi-

cystic dysplasia, and others are aggregated into one associa-

tion group of kidney and urinary tract), renal disorders are

most common (Figure 6, right), but the most frequent

variant-associated phenotypeswhen each term is considered
rol from the MRKH cohort without a deletion called) raw reads to
profile across the exome to BH9101-1 or BH9105-1, and raw read
alled by XHMM to be deleted and the gene closest to the 30 end of
re shown at the bottom. Raw read count for each exon is shown in

REB1L and flanking genes is shown in red for BH9101-1, green for
ofile to BH9101-1. RPKM across exons 3–33 ofGREB1L and 4–12 of
reduced in BH9101-1. Log10(RPKMþ1) is shown on the y axis and
eads show the direction of transcription. The region with a called
inder visualization, the UCSC Genome Browser of the region cor-
e shown above and repetitive elements are depicted at bottom. The

n for the region of chromosome 18 with deletion. Minimum and
bes with a deletion call and normal copy number state on 30 and 50

ome position on the x axis. Genes within the region are shown at
p. Bottom: Visualization of Illumina short-read whole genome
V (https://github.com/BCM-Lupskilab/VizCNV). A red line depicts
d depth of chromosome 18 (y axis) within the genomic region
he log2 ratio at each locus with a diploid copy number state. Green

-1 is shown at left. The 18-bpmicrohomology sequence is denoted
eletion CNV encompassing GREB1L coding exons (3–33, shown in
d. The Alu elements AluY and AluSx are shown in red and green,
recombinant chimeric Alu (red/green hybrid) is shown below the
bination shown in red and green, respectively. The deletion spans
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Figure 5. Rare variants of GREB1L are associated with female reproductive tract, urinary tract, skeletal/digital, and ear/CN VII mal-
formations
(A) Venn diagram depicting the number and overlap of variants associated with each phenotypic trait. Purple denotes female reproduc-
tive tract malformations, orange urinary tract malformations, blue skeletal/digital malformations, and yellow ear/CN VIII
malformations.
(B) A representation of disease-associated variant type, with LoF/PTV variants colored red, missense blue, and nonframeshift green,
within coding exons 3–33 of GREB1L. Phenotypes associated with variants are depicted in a heatmap below variant type diagram,
and orange shading within a row marks association of a variant with a phenotype trait. Exons 6, 16, 19, 21, 23, 26, 27, and 31 are sepa-
rated from adjacent exons in the heatmap to better delineate phenotype overlap as these exons encompass four or more disease-asso-
ciated variants. CNV deletion GREB1L null allele not shown.
separately are uterine abnormalities and uterine aplasia

(Figure 6, left). These data further support a possible role for

GREB1L in isolated uterine abnormalities/aplasia in addition

to a role for GREB1L in syndromic presentations of MRKH.
Discussion

The role of GREB1L in urogenital development

GREB1L, a 33-exon genewith 31 coding exons thatmaps to

18q11.1q11.2, was first associated with human disease in

2017, when three separate studies found rare variants in

GREB1L to be associated with congenital malformations

of the kidney andurinary tract (CAKUT) in an incompletely

penetrant manner using an ES-based approach.24,26,27 In
12 Human Genetics and Genomics Advances 4, 100188, July 13, 202
addition to this GREB1L CAKUT association,24,26,27 homo-

zygous knockout of GREB1L in mice is lethal with embry-

onic phenotyping demonstrating Müllerian and Wolffian

duct agenesis.26 And, a cell-based tubulomorphogenesis us-

ing mlMCD-3 cells suggested that GREB1Lwas required for

the formation of tubular structures.26 Morpholino-based

knockdown of GREB1L induced pronephric defects in ze-

brafish.24 Furthermore, co-injection of human wild-type

GREB1L mRNA was able to rescue these defects, whereas

co-injection of humanGREB1LmRNA containing patients’

variants did not.24 These studies established GREB1L as a

known disease gene for CAKUT, renal organogenesis, and

renal hypodysplasia/aplasia 3 (MIM: 617805)24,26,27

Despite the description of affected individuals found to

have Müllerian anomalies within these original CAKUT
3
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Figure 6. Phenotypic grid of GREB1L variant-associated HPO terms
Left: GREB1L pathogenic variant alleles are labeled at left, and HPO phenotype terms labeled at the bottom of the phenotype grid. Red
denotes the presence of a term and gray absence. Terms are ordered by frequency, which is displayed by black bars on a 0–1 scale at the
top of the heatmap. Asterisk (right of grid) represents the specific row for the GREB1L deletion CNV null allele. Right: The phenotypic
grid for GREB1L probands has been collapsed into broader phenotypic categories labeled at the bottom of the heatmap. Frequency is
displayed at top by black bars on a 0–1 scale. Asterisk (right of grid) represents the specific row for the GREB1L deletion CNV null allele.
cohorts, only more recently was an association between

GREB1L and MRKH suggested by analysis of a three-gener-

ation MRKH family in which the putative molecular diag-

nosis is a heterozygous c.705G>Tmissense variant allele of

GREB1L.21 ES study of a cohort of nine families and 68 pro-

bands with MRKH reported eight candidate GREB1L dis-

ease variants, seven associated with MRKH type II and

one with MRKH type I, suggesting an association of

GREB1L with MRKH type II.22 The association of GREB1L

with an MRKH type II phenotype was supported by previ-

ous studies in cells andmodel organisms.GREB1L has been

identified as a paralog of GREB1, which is involved in

growth regulation by estrogen in breast cancer.27,56–58

GREB1L had also been shown to have a 32-fold induction
Hum
of expression in response to 24-h treatment with all-trans

retinoic acid in F9 cells,59 suggesting it may be an impor-

tant downstream effector in retinoic acid signaling.

Retinoic acid signaling had been implicated in renal devel-

opment,60 and uterine development including the deter-

mination of a utero-vaginal border.61 The studies identi-

fying GREB1L as a renal agenesis gene in humans have

also shown that it is expressed in the intermediate meso-

derm, a precursor to renal and uterine structures, and

that GREB1L plays an important role in urogenital devel-

opment in both zebrafish and mouse models.26,27

Rare variants in GREB1L must be interpreted with

caution as the gene is large (�280 kbwith 30 coding exons)

and therefore there is a higher chance of having multiple
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 4, 100188, July 13, 2023 13



probands with similar phenotypes carrying a rare variant

by chance. The results of unbiased gene-based rare variant

enrichment analysis presented here suggests rare GREB1L

variants are not present in multiple MRKH probands just

by chance due to gene size. Finding 16 GREB1L cases

within a multiethnic cohort from around the world sup-

ports the two recent reports of GREB1L as a novel candi-

date gene for MRKH Type II21,22 and contentions outlined

herein.
GREB1L-associated MRKH has an atypical inheritance

pattern

One important difference between the described GREB1L

disease-associated alleles and previous candidate genes,

such as PAX8, is the prevalence of GREB1L missense,

rather than LoF/PTV alleles. While data such as the

finding of a CNV null allele reported here support a LoF

in GREB1L as a driver of phenotypic manifestation, the

description of incomplete penetrance and variable ex-

pressivity for GREB1L disease-associated alleles suggest

that a haploinsufficiency model with AD inheritance

does not fit observed inheritance patterns. Both back-

ground variation, such as a haplotype with more/less sus-

ceptibility to damaging variation inGREB1L, and sex-influ-

enced factors, such as differences in the developmental

molecular milieu between males and females, could

contribute to the incomplete penetrance and variable ex-

pressivity observed.

For example, background variation may contain modi-

fiers or ‘‘second hits’’ that contribute to this observation.

This phenomenon was observed for TBX6 with 16p11.2

deletion CNV and a common T-C-A haplotype more

commonly observed in Han Chinese, that only when pre-

sent in trans, leads to a congenital scoliosis (CS) pheno-

type.62 These TACS, TBX6-associated congenital scoliosis,

observations led to what is now commonly referred to as

the compound inheritance gene dosage (CIGD) model for

malformation syndromes.63–65 However, analysis for such

a modifying variant in MRKH has, thus far, not been suc-

cessful.22 Genomic sequencing of the MRKH patients with

GREB1L genomic deletion CNV null alleles could be an

approach to test the CIGD hypothesis in MRKH and

potentially aid in elucidating contributory haplotypes,

as it is possible that a second genomic variant, particularly

one in trans that modifies expression or function of the

non-deleted GREB1L allele modifies the phenotype.

Given that part of the proposed GREB1L-associated

phenotype is sex-limited, it is potentially surprising to

find that for non-de novo GREB1L disease-associated

variant alleles previously reported or studied here and

described in two generation pedigrees where parental

DNA was tested,24,26,27 20 of 27 (74%) are maternally in-

herited (Table S1). Nevertheless, it is unclear as to whether

that maternally inherited variant allele represents a de novo

germline mutation or potentially represents a postzygotic

new mutation during early development.
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The expanded phenotypic spectrum of GREB1L-

associated disease

MRKH represents a disease diagnosis with several pheno-

typic features, and these features overlap with other disease

diagnoses. For example, a phenotype of isolated renal

anomalies may have the same molecular etiology as

MRKH; however, a proband with isolated renal anomalies

would not be diagnosed clinically as an MRKH patient.

MRKH can been associated with infertility (MIM:

277000). It is interesting to note that MRKH has also

played a speculated historical role in both the human pop-

ulations and geopolitical outcomes of the European conti-

nent and the royalty of Greece.66

By building a phenotypic series, we can better ascertain

cases in which genetic testing may help improve the tar-

geting of clinical care to a group of patients with the

same molecular etiology—a molecularly refined classifica-

tion that cannot be made by clinical evaluation alone.67

A review of previously reported variants and those we

now describe implicate that GREB1L is associated with a

spectrum of phenotypic traits. This spectrum includes

not only CAKUT and renal agenesis, but also uterine agen-

esis, and more rarely skeletal and ear malformations, as is

consistent with the described clinical features of MRKH

also known as GRES (genital, renal, ear, and skeletal) syn-

drome.12,21,22 A small percentage of patients are also

observed to have a cardiac phenotype as historically re-

ported for MRKH; however, the phenotypes (hypertrophic

cardiomyopathy and left aortic arch with retroesophageal

right subclavian artery) have a high prevalence so their as-

sociation with GREB1L variants is uncertain.7

The cohort reported here is unique from those previ-

ously reported, as there are eight probands with isolated

uterine anomalies from the MRKH cohort and two pro-

bands with apparently isolated skeletal anomalies from

the BHCMG scoliosis cohort with deleterious variation in

GREB1L, demonstrating the phenotypic spectrum that

can be associated with variant alleles of this gene. In addi-

tion to the previously mentioned studies suggesting

GREB1L variants as causative for uterine and renal agen-

esis, these data support GREB1L as a strong candidate

gene for not only MRKH type II, but also MRKH type

I.21,22,24,26,27,68

It is important to note, however, that six of eight

(75%) MRKH type I probands with variants in GREB1L

were identified in the Han Chinese cohort. There are

several possible explanations for this finding. One is

that the Han Chinese cohort analyzed had a much

higher number (330 vs. 85) and proportion (74.7% vs.

54.7%) of MRKH type I probands analyzed. Another fac-

tor that may play a role is the development of subclinical

renal phenotypes. All 442 Han Chinese probands under-

went renal ultrasonography to evaluate for renal hypo-

plasia, agenesis, or malformation; however, it is possible

that subtle anomalies of the kidney and urinary

tract may not be recognizable via ultrasound study.

Yet another possibility is that modifiers common to
3



ethnicity play a role in phenotypic variability. The

example described above, of a common T-C-A haplotype

affecting expression of TBX6 in the Chinese Han popula-

tion and comprising the ‘‘second hit,’’ which explains

penetrance of the 16p11.2 deletion CNV in CS,62 could

also apply to protective modifiers that would contribute

to non-penetrance of certain phenotypic features (e.g.,

renal abnormalities). A prevalent protective modifier in

the Han Chinese population could also contribute to

the lower proportion of renal abnormalities, which

were less prevalent than skeletal abnormalities, observed

in Han Chinese MRKH probands.69

Taken together, SNV and indel variants affecting

GREB1L have been described predominantly leading to

isolated uterine anomalies (9 of 67, 13.4%), isolated

renal anomalies (23 of 67, 34.3%), and combined uter-

ine/renal anomalies (17 of 67, 25.4%) (Figure 4A). How-

ever, there are also 4 of 67 (6%) SNV variants that have

been previously associated with isolated sensorineural

hearing loss and ear malformations and we propose 2

of 67 (3%) SNV variants to be associated with isolated

skeletal features. While this supports GREB1L-associated

disease to include both isolated and syndromic manifes-

tations of MRKH, it is important to note that all cases

described here and previously may have certain pheno-

typic features that were not assessed clinically or evalu-

ated for by clinical testing potentially resulting in an

ascertainment bias. We hypothesize that careful pheno-

typing of additional cases and further amalgamation of

GREB1L probands into an allelic series will assist, in a

data-driven way, the elucidation of the specific pheno-

typic spectrum associated with this gene and the biology

of the disease process. Moreover, whole genome studies

in the remaining ‘‘unsolved’’ MRKH probands may eluci-

date other genes and noncoding variants that may

contribute to MRKH. Such studies may also further eluci-

date developmental genomics and inheritance models,

such as the CIGD and Allele specific Gene Dosage

(AsGD) models,70,71 that underlie birth defects and

enable more informative genetic counseling for families

with children having rare birth defects.
Conclusion

Here we report 18 GREB1L variants in 16 unrelated individ-

uals from a cohort of 590 MRKH probands and two individ-

uals from a CS cohort. The aggregate data from previous

studies suggest that (1) GREB1L is a retinoic acid responsive

gene,59 (2) is expressed in the intermediate mesoderm that

gives rise to theuterus andkidney,27 and (3) is a cause of uter-

ine and/or renal agenesis in zebrafish, mice, and hu-

mans.26,27 Here GREB1L is highlighted in association with a

spectrum of human disease including isolated uterine agen-

esis in a large multiethnic cohort from around the world.

Together,previouslyreported studiesofGREB1Landthefind-

ings reported here strongly support the contention that

GREB1L pathogenic variation causes MRKH Types I and II.
Hum
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